MINIS OF THE ROCKIES

Tripping to Victoria
By Kenn Lively

he first day of the trip to Mini Meet
West 2003 (MMW MMIII) in
Victoria, BC was a day of separation. It
seems like an easy thing to just follow along
together on the freeways–three Minis and a
Lancia in tandem. Not so fast, Grasshopper.
These are British and Italian cars, and the fuel
gauges have little to do with reality. Plus each
vehicle can travel a different distance on a
full tank, so the potential for problems was
rampant.
Bill Frakes with father Larry started out
leading in the 998, cruising at about 70,
except for the uphills. On the uphill sections
the 998 with passenger and a full boot would
lose a little speed, puffing up the hill. On the
third uphill, Kenn decided to go on to the top
and then slow for the group to catch up, so he
pulled into the passing lane and blasted up
the hill. The Lancia pulled out behind Kenn.
Unfortunately, while the Mini and Lancia
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were blasting, Bob Stanley was running out
of gas, and the seeds of separation were
sown.
Bob had a 2 gallon
gas can of extra gas, so he
put in a gallon (saving
some for Bill and Larry in
case they ran out before
the next gas station) and
the two Minis continued
on. Meanwhile, back on
the freeway, Kenn and
Steve exchanged gestures
(not that kind) and pulled
over to wait for the
trailing Minis to catch up,
suspecting that lack of fuel
had caused the delay.
After a few anxious
minutes, Bob and Bill drove into view and
were waved on. Kenn and Steve leaped back
into their cars to catch them.
When they hadn’t been caught by the
next exit, Kenn and
Steve pulled off,
figuring they would
find the small-tanked
Minis filling up. Nope.
Bob and Bill weren’t
there. Kenn and Steve
were a little puzzled,
but topped off their
tanks and got back on
the freeway to catch up.
They figured if they
drove a little faster than
Bill had been driving
they should catch up in
less than 50 miles.
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After a hundred miles and no sign of
Bob and Bill, Kenn and Steve pulled off and
used their cell phone to call Bob. Ooops. Bob

Lunch stop in Oregon
and Bill were about 40 miles behind by this
time. After a brief discussion the group
decided to meet in Boise at the motel where
they had reservations—neither Steve nor
Kenn wanted to sit around waiting. So much
for convoying the first day.
Steve waved goodbye as Kenn took the
I-84 turnoff toward Boise (Steve was headed
for California via Salt Lake City), and Kenn
drove on alone toward Boise. It was a
magnificent drive. Rolling hills, some
occasional mountain vistas, big sky and no
slowing down for the hills.
At one point in Idaho, the road passed a
not-too-distant forest fire with a red-tinged
smoke cloud billowing into the air, and Kenn
had to stop twice for photo ops. The scene
was too awesome to pass up. Even with the
stops, Kenn arrived in Boise two hours before
the others.
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Milling about after the rain in Tsawwassen
Boise was hopping. Downtown was
jammed with young folks celebrating
Saturday night. Some kind of car show going
on, and Bob and passenger Bill Fox (a friend
and mechanic) were very popular in Bob’s
Mini as they cruised the strip looking for a
place to get something to eat (and maybe a
drink). One young girl gushed, “Oh, a Mini!
My favorite car! Will you take me for a
ride?”
The second day the trio of Minis
managed to stay together. This stretch of road
was much more interesting than the Saturday
run on the interstates. The group turned off I84 onto I-82, joined I-90 for about six miles,
and then headed north on Highway 97 toward
the intersection of Highway 2 for the scenic
drive across the mountains of Washington.
Through lunch and gas stops and photo
ops the pod jammed along in tandem until
Bill and Larry turned south toward Seattle to
pick up Bill’s brothers and Kenn, Bob and
Bill Fox went north toward Vancouver. The
trio opted to cross the border at the truck
crossing and were through in a couple of
minutes, then on to downtown Vancouver
and the Bosmans Hotel. It was a perfect spot
to walk to everything.
Granville Street was crowded with
buskers and beggars and tourists, while
Robson Street was packed with shoppers (and
buskers and beggars), and the night life in
Vancouver was cranked up for a Sunday
night—it was probably really hopping on a
Friday or Saturday. The three travelers
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wandered the streets looking for a dinner spot
and finally settled on a pub (what else?) for
fish and chips. It was the first of several fish
and chips nights.
Monday morning it was raining in
Vancouver (and your point is?), a light but
steady downpour. Still the drive to the ferry
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Colorado Minis arrived. Bill and Larry were
already in the parking lot when Bob and
Kenn arrived, and Bill’s two brothers were
riding in the back seat of the Mini, and the
boot lid was open, with the luggage strapped
onto it. It was an amazing sight that made it
onto the MMW MMIII website. John
Goolevitch was in charge of the website, and
the web cam set up in his van was
transmitting live pictures.
As soon as the rain stopped, people got
out of their Minis and started greeting people
they hadn’t seen since the last meet.
Gradually everyone noticed that each other’s
hair was rising into the air as if they’d put
their fingers in a light socket. The theory was
that the phenomenon was created by the
power lines overhead, but no one was really
sure. It sure was eerie, though. It was the
same kind of phenomenon that occurs just
before lightning strikes, but there were no
more clouds overhead, and it was happening
all over, not just in one place. Kenn’s thin
white hair was particularly susceptible to the

More than 30 Minis line up for the ferry to Victoria
was easy for Bob and Kenn, considering what
had come before. It stopped raining for the
15-mile drive from downtown Vancouver to
the parking lot at the Tsawwassen ferry, but
started up again about the time the two

magnetic pull, and his head made the website
as well.
Finally it was time to go, and the 31
Minis snaked their way out of the gathering
place and headed for the ferry. Because all
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Everyone spent the
rest of the day getting the
cars ready for the
concours on Tuesday. By
the time the Minis were
ready, the Colorado
contingent were hungered
beyond belief and decided
to eat at a restaurant
. . . passing lighthouses near the shore
suggested
by the hotel
The ferries criss-cross among the islands. . .
owner. It was not a
the Minis had reservations for the 1:00 ferry pleasant experience. The wait staff was pub to quaff a few brews. The brews helped
($15 extra) they were all directed to two lines incredibly slow, and when the food finally take the bad taste of the restaurant out of their
that had been held in reserve, and were arrived some of it was cold, some of it was mouths.
The day of the concours
among the first to board. Thirtywas another in the string of
one Minis jammed in the hold of
glorious days during the meet.
a ferry is smile-making.
It was also a long day of
The crossing was all
standing around talking about
sunshine, islands with small
Minis, kicking tires, scratching
lighthouses, seaplanes and sea
and spitting (just kidding).
gulls, with grins being the
Each Mini and driver’s picture
predominant facial feature. In
was taken as they came into the
Victoria, the Minis drove off the
park where the event was being
ferry in a group and were
held, and then they were
directed to the visitor center,
directed to their class locations.
where members of the Victoria
The judges used the same kind
Mini Club were waiting in their
of check-off sheet that MOTR
Minis. This allowed all the
used for Minis in the
Minis to convoy to the host hotel
Mountains, and drivers had to
(Howard Johnson) and pass
Visiting Minis are greeted at the Victoria visitors center
be by their vehicles when the
under the overpass where the
local television station had placed their way overcooked, and some of it was judges came around.
The vendor area was a little light, but
cameras to catch the mile-long string of downright inedible. After some complaints,
Minis blasting down Highway 17. There is the server took two of the fish and chips that wasn’t the fault of the meet sponsors.
nothing quite so grin-inducing as a mile-long dinners back, but soon returned with the same After the Mini Mania folks had jumped
plates saying there was nothing to be done through all the hoops and filled out all the
line of Minis on the freeway.
Kenn, Bob and Bill peeled off one exit except to take these orders off the bill. When customs forms to bring in their trailer full of
early to check in at their hotel, the Cherry asked about the slow service, the server said
Tree. They were only about a ¼ mile from she was busy getting the restaurant
the host hotel, and figured they could check ready to close. Everyone was
in and then go pick up their packets after the gobsmacked at that reply. At least the
view over the bay was spectacular,
swarm.
Like at most Mini Meets, there was a and the sunset was picture-postcard
map of the US in the registration suite for all perfect. (Some other people staying
the participants to poke a pin in the area they at the Cherry Tree went to the same
had come from. The Colorado group thought restaurant the next night and had a
they might have a chance at the long distance wonderful experience. The Colorado
award until they noticed a pin stuck in folks must have gotten the trainees.)
After the disappointing dinner,
Florida. One Miniac had driven from Florida
to Mini Meet East, then home to Florida, then the group drove to downtown
to Mini Meet West, all the while towing a Victoria to meet some of Bill
Elegant Victoria
Frakes’s friends and to find a friendly
small trailer. No award for Colorado.
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declared them the best fish and chips he had
ever eaten (Bob too).
Tuesday night was a planned pub night
with a darts competition. Kenn got the time
wrong and ended up being late, but he and
the other late-comers convoyed out to Six
Mile Pub—the oldest pub in BC. The food
here was very good, and the brews were
exemplary. The Mini Meet planners had
estimated way low on the numbers, and the
revelers filled the pub’s three rooms.
Drinking brews, talking Minis and throwing
darts—it doesn’t get any better, though dart
accuracy was slightly diminished.
Wednesday was the day for the autocross
and funkhana. Both were set up at a race
track near Six Mile Pub, and so many people
signed up they had to pick the hour they
would compete. Kenn was in the early group
(10:00); Bob and Bill were in the afternoon
group (2:00).
The autocross track was a good one, and
there was much screeching of tires and
cheering of fans. The president of the
Vancouver Mini Club has a Honda VTEC
engine in his Mini (installed without
changing the exterior of a round nose Mini)
and this was his first outing in the car. He
was blown away by the power and speed,
though it was a little nose-heavy. The course
was also good for the Binis, as there was one
straight where some real speed could be put
on, and the anti-lock brakes helped slow
those big Minis down quickly. This was the
event where the grins were welded on. At one
point Kenn said, “I try not to grin all the time,
but it’s hard!”
After Kenn finished his runs on the
autocross course, he set out on a sight-seeing
drive to Point No Point out past Sooke. Little

line up for the panoramic picture. First they
had to clear the area; then they were directed
back into the area and lined up. It was a zoo,
but fun. John Goolevitch climbed into the
bucket of the lift truck and was raised up
about 25 feet to take the picture. Hoards of
would-be photographers were hanging all
over the truck to get some personal pictures
of the lineup—at one point John had to yell
for everyone to stop moving on the truck
because he couldn’t keep his camera steady
with all the jiggling.
When the photo shoot was finally
finished, Kenn, Bob and Bill Fox decided to
take a scenic drive around the bay and into
downtown Victoria–they didn’t get enough
driving on the 1,500 mile trip. It was during
this drive that Bill Fox decided he needed to
move to Victoria it was so
awesome. Close to downtown, the
trio went past the fisherman’s
wharf area, and Kenn motioned to
Bob to follow him. When Kenn
was in Victoria in 1992 he had
been on a quest for the best fish
and chips in town, and one of the
places that had the best was
The legendary John Goolevitch
Barb’s—the only floating fish and
After the judges had filled in the forms chips restaurant in Victoria—in
The $100k Mini drew a lot of attention
for each category, the Minis were directed to fisherman’s wharf. Bill Fox

parts, the immigration officer stopped them at
the border and told them they couldn’t sell
anything in Canada. It would take away jobs
from Canadians, they said, and they couldn’t
allow that. The only folks who could sell
anything were Canadian vendors, and they
didn’t bring much, expecting Mini Mania,
Seven Enterprises and Heritage Garage to be
there with scads of parts. It was a little
disappointing to have only used parts, pins, tshirts and hats for sale.
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How fast is that in American?
did he know that Bob and Bill Fox did the
same, sort of. They also went to Sooke after
their autocross run, but they were looking for
a golf course to get in a few holes (ask them
about playing with ancient clubs). Kenn
describes the drive in superlatives—the
beaches, the curves, the trees and the
correctional facility (ask).
Thursday dawned clear and warm for the
rally. Kenn was the lucky one of the
Colorado bunch for this event--he had
Morgan as his navigator. Morgan is the 14year-old daughter of the Hovsepians–the
Missouri MOTR members who had trailered
in with their immaculate Innocenti (they left
LimeO home)–and she was magnificent.
She got all the directions correct, she
handled problems with aplomb, and she kept
Kenn on the right track when necessary
(often). At one point in the rally, participants
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were supposed to look for the
answer to a question while
preparing to turn “at the seventh
right.” Morgan said “You count,
I’ll look.” She found the correct
answer, and Kenn found the
correct turn. They made a great
team—Kenn can take directions
and Morgan can give them. When
Kenn picked up their scored rally
sheet at the banquet, the person
giving them out said “Oh, you did
really well. You didn’t get a
trophy, but you were fourth!”
Maybe next year (if Morgan is the
navigator). Kenn was heard to
plead with Morgan to come to
Colorado and navigate for him at
the Conclave, but she didn’t want to miss any
school.
After the rally, participants had about an
hour to get ready for the banquet bus—a
double-decker affair that took people to the
banquet and returned them to the hotel after.
The organizers weren’t too keen on
participants having a few drinks at the
banquet and then driving.
At the banquet, John Goolevitch set up
his web cam, along with his PC projector so
banquet-goers could watch themselves live
on the Internet. He also used this setup to
display each Mini that won a trophy
(remember those pictures as the cars entered
the concours?), and it was a triumph of
technology and know-how.
The food was good, the companions
were great fun and it was a fitting way to end
the meet—for some. Friday was an optional
day of touring around the island,
but all of the Colorado contingent
had plans to be on the ferry to Port
Angeles, Washington, on Friday
morning.
When they handed out the
trophies, the Hovsepians won
second place for their Innocenti in
the standard class, and Kenn won
second place with his Innocenti in
full custom class. Kenn thought the
Hovsepians should have won first,
and Kenn was beat out by less than
a point by a $100k custom Mini
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with a 400 hp Honda engine (front end
extended 10 inches) and 19-inch wheels.
Several people came by after the banquet and
told Kenn he should have won first—they
didn’t think the non-running Mini should
have won, but, hey, the winner did have a
great paint job and the fender flares were
impressive, and he only won by a small
fraction. The dollars to Mini ratio was
definitely in Kenn’s favor.

Navigator supreme
Friday morning was for the early risers.
The ferry folks recommended that anyone
wanting a place on the 6:10 am ferry should
be in line no later than 5:15. Kenn thought
4:45 would be better, and the Hovsepians
thought 4:30 was the ticket. The ferry crew

Load’em up and move’em out
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managed to squeeze them all on, but it was
dense-pack that would have made a Tokyo
transit rider proud. Kenn’s Mini was about a
foot from the side of the ferry and about six
inches from the behemoth next to him.
Bob and Bill Fox didn’t want to get up
so early, so Bob parked his Mini in line for
the 10:10 ferry the night before and booked a
hotel room at the Days Inn across the street
from the dock. He didn’t want to take any
chances.

M.O.T.R. On

Date
September 13
October
November
December 6

AdMINIstrator
Conclave Ride the
Rockies
Open
Open
Christmas party

The Colorado contingent made it back
with no problems, but they didn’t even try to
convoy. Maybe West Meets East will provide
another opportunity for a group to get lost on
the four-lane.
***********************

MOTR Meeting
he August meeting of Minis Of The
Rockies (MOTR) was gaveled to
order around 8:00 with standing room only.
The hot topic of the evening was Mini Meet
West. Kenn Lively, Bob Stanley and Bill
Frakes are going to convoy up to Vancouver
and meet about thirty other Minis for the
ferry ride from Tsawwassen, BC to Victoria.
The group is leaving Saturday morning,
August 9, 2003 and expect to arrive in
Vancouver on Sunday evening. Everyone
wished them well—and some pointed out that

T
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Kenn might expect some more electrical
problems—he did let the smoke out of his
Lucas system only last month.
Kenn presented the final t-shirt designs
that were e-mailed to him from the t-shirt
maker. Once the screens are made (four
screens for each design—16 in all) the Minis
can be any color. The initial run will
probably have Blue/White, and Silver/Black
combinations—the original color of the cars.
The t-shirts should run about $17 for club
members (double sided printing with four
color designs are expensive). Steve Read
pointed out that some clubs sell their t-shirts
and other paraphernalia on their web sites,
and maybe the club could recoup some of the
t-shirt money by doing the same.
Newsletters from other clubs were passed
around so people could see the kinds of
things that are advertised.
The next big event for MOTR is the 20th
Colorado English Motoring Conclave—the
event where MOTR was conceived and
named 10 years ago. The Conclave
registration form is in the newsletter and will
be in the next newsletter, but our
representative for the conclave, Bill Frakes,
will make sure that there are registration
forms at the next meeting. Bill also asked for
a show of hands of people who can help park
cars at the Conclave: 5 people volunteered
(including Steve Read who didn’t remember
doing it last month). Bill also found out from
the Conclave committee that we can sell club
memorabilia at our display location. Only if
the club is selling something other than club
paraphernalia do they have to reserve a
selling area. The group opted to only sell club
stuff and stay in our display area. We are still
going to borrow the canopy of Chris and
Karen Cooley for a shady spot for
sales—shady salespeople need not apply :-).
Kenn pointed out the flier for the annual
Cooleyville celebration, and the Cooley’s
pointed out there will be special parking for
Minis. It’s always a fun event, and the folks
going to Mini Meet West are sad that they
will be on the road that day.
The Nostalgia event in Breckenridge on
August 23-24 will include an autocross and
concours, but not a hill climb. They couldn’t
work out the logistics of allowing non-
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participating cars through every 15 minutes
of the race. Everyone was reminded that there
will be several parties going on during the
weekend, and a drive up the mountain would
be great fun.

M.O.T.R. Meeting

Tuesday, September 2,
7:30 P.M.
Pints Pub
221 West 13th Ave
The meeting is upstairs. Members
arrive around 7:00 and the business
meeting starts around 8:00. The 50/50
raffle is the last order of business.
There will be discussions about the
English Motoring Conclave and the
Ride the Rockies tour.

Michael Playle displayed license plate
surrounds that were given to participants at a
recent event in Fort Collins, and suggested
that MOTR have some made. After
discussion a vote was taken and Michael was
given the go-ahead to have them made. He
said he would bring them to the next
meeting–they’ll probably be around $8.
The treasurer reported that the coffers are
getting lower and lower. The barbeque was
expensive (and worth every penny), the
MOTR bumper stickers will be about $205,
the t-shirt start-up costs will be high, and
dues are not up for another month. Most of
the members didn’t think it was a
problem—prepay for t-shirts is always an
option.
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our clubs. Some can say it is all intended as
a joke. The folks who left the Meet and who
say they will never attend another MME were
not laughing.
Mini Meet East has always been a
wonderful event for families to bring their
children to enjoy out love for Minis together.
The wedding proposal at this year’s Meet is
evidence that the meets are an important part
of people’s lives. What kind of statement are

Rocky Mountain Vintage Racing
2003 Schedule of Events
Sept.
Sept.

6/7
20/21

BMW has notified a local Bini web site
to cease and desist using the name Mini in
connection with their website. BMW is
checking locally to make sure the Mini name
isn’t used on commercial sites or sites with
commercial links, just like they’ve been
doing in Europe for the last year or so. It’s
too bad BMW doesn’t get it that they would
be better off befriending the classic Mini sites
and folks—their arrogance is very
disconcerting.
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La Junta Race
Pueblo Enduro

West. He was joking, but he did have
the winning ticket for the final
drawing. Some members cried foul,
but they were only giving Kenn a
hard time for his good luck—though
Vince wanted it noted in the official
record that it did appear rigged.
On that note the business
meeting was adjourned so the
members could get on with the
socializing.
*************

An Appeal to All
Mini Clubs

he
New
England Mini Owners
(NEMO) feel we must speak out
against certain rather mean
spirited actions exhibited to
owners of New MINIs at MME
2003.
Mainly Minis Montreal
should be commended for their
quick response to this problem,
even to the point of refunding
money to the New MINI owners who left
because they felt so unwelcome. The antinew MINI sentiment was
more in evidence in Canada
(numerous bumper stickers
and license plates as well as
snide comments and faked oil
leaks) than in South Carolina
at MME2002.
It is up to us, all Mini
Clubs to make a stand against
this type of exclusionary
activity. It is time we make a
statement that we do not
approve of and will not
tolerate this type of hazing in

T

MINI5280 has a new president: Mark
Ferguson. Dave Bunting is moving out of the
area and had to give up leading the club he
started.
Vince Quick, the Mini salesperson of the
month at Ralph Schomp, brought a packet of
goodies about the new Mini. It was emptied
onto a central table and a feeding frenzy
ensued. When it was over, all the goodies had
disappeared.
Steve and Tracy Schuster brought a radio
controlled Bini for the 50/50 raffle, and $32
was collected for the drawing. Dick Shearer
won the remote controlled Bini. Kenn then
proclaimed that he should win the money to
help defray the costs of going to Mini Meet

Will this grille and hot tub show up in
Cooleyville for their next big bash?
we making to the children if we do not take a
stand about this?
The new MINI has brought to us:
•
•

A fun, affordable British car that can be
purchased new at a local dealer.
An increased interest in the Mini, old
and new, with everyone wanting one.
Some owners of new Minis have
reported their spouses, upon seeing
classic Minis at events want one of
those, too!
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•

•
•

An increase in our clubs’ memberships.
NEMO has increased from 60 to over
100.
Employment at dealerships for some of
our most enthusiastic Mini friends.
Way-cool events such as screenings of
“The Italian Job”, compliments of
Paramount Pictures.

As a club that welcomes all Minis,
NEMO is making the following changes to
make sure all feel welcome:
•

•

•
•

We will not condone any “new MINI
bashing” in our club or at our events
likely to result in the sort of reaction
experienced at MME 2003.
We will no longer refer to Minis and
MINIs, in spite of what MINI USA does.
All will be considered Minis and will be
welcome as such.
We will have New Member Events to
welcome new members to the group
We will encourage host clubs of future
MMEs to keep the event open to new
and old, with classes for each distinct
type.

If your club wants to be “Classic Minis
only” that’s your decision. But your should
identify yourselves as that, not a “Mini Club”
which, by implication of name alone, is open
to all, old and new (New Mini owners will
respect that and know your club is not for
them. They will join another or start their
own.)
Remember: Bernd Pischetsrieder, former
chairman of BMW who purchased Rover
group to attain rights to the Mini is directly
related to Sir Alec Issigonis, designer of the
first Mini. John Cooper endorsed the new
Mini and lent his name to it. The legacy is
unquestionable. Let’s recognize it and move
on. Long live all Minis, young and old!
***********************
What do you think, MOTR heads? How does
MOTR handle this? Is it a non-problem here
on the Front Range? Let me know:
kennlively@bod.net
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Minis for Sale across the USA
1973 Austin Mini Leyland - Price reduced MK II 1973 AUSTIN MINI MKII 998 As much as I love this car, it must go due to the fact
that a house is more important to us at this time. This car has been fully restored inside and out. The motor starts every time, it is in perfect
running condition, needs nothing under the hood. The body has been taken all the way do to metal, then repaired and sprayed with a coat
of poly seal fiberglass and then primed with dark red primer. The paint is a color by Volvo 2003 and then clear coat is Sikkens. All of the
interior is new down to the last switch and cable, also I had a custom black headliner made for this car and it looks great. It is a left hand
drive with the oval dash, which is painted the same color as the car. It has all new flares and stainless steel screws, original 10"wheels,rings
and caps, new bumpers, all new gaskets behind door handles, hinges etc. I also have an extra set of 12 inch wheels with tires and an extra
back seat. I could go on for hours about this car, it means a lot to me and I just want to see it go to someone who will take care of it. I have
many pictures I can send e-mail Due to overseas scams, I will only sell the car to someone who lives in the USA. Price reduced for quick
sell. Will also consider trades like 4 wheelers, dirt bikes, boats or jet ski's Wife said car must go!
$ 9,500
CO
Danny
720-273-2776
dmsbassett@aol.com
28-Aug-03
1983 Mini Mayfair - Has a 1.1 clubman engine. Only 52k miles on car and only 2k since complete restoration. Cooper red with a white
top. Has the luxury Mayfair interior, new tyres. All in all a nice little car.
$10,000
CO
Doug Kelsay
doug@keltec.com
28-Aug-03
1969 Morris Cooper 998 Mk2 - Beautiful, rare, GREAT condition, Cooper: Standard black interior Headliner in good condition High
compression 998cc engine (180 lbs/60psi) Wet suspension Period correct Dunlop wheels/008's Period correct Motolita wheel Period correct
Britax seat belts Rebuilt/shafted dual carbs Pertronix ignition and coil Rebuilt front calipers w/new rotors New rear wheel cylinders
w/S-drums Brake booster LCB w/single box side exhaust New door, 1/4 window & trunk seals, solid tracks w/plenty of "fur" Straight body,
98% rust free, Olde English white/black top. Small rust bubble under one bonnet strap and "heavy" paint on bonnet center crease. Have color
matched qt paint. SPARES: New "in-the-wrapper" super 2 core radiator w/hoses and 12G2129 fan Pair of Corbeau seats w/tracks Rebuilt
beancan brake master New headliner Optional front shock brackets Solid, quick, "Good-to-be-seen-in" example of a classic MKII Cooper.
RHD, of course... NOTE: Skin flint offers will be rejected Forgot to add: new lower dash pad, sound deadener floors, dash and door panels.
New slave, rebuilt master adj pushrods and pins, new steering column bushings and car has new harness.
$ 7,900
CA
Rob
bns@thegrid.net
29-Aug-03
1974 Morris Mini 1380 - Fast Road - Very quick 1380, 97 bhp. Blueprinted engine rebuilt 4,000 miles ago 4-sp, RHD, heavy duty clutch,
performance cam and exhaust, lightened/balanced flywheel, dry suspension, 10" Hotwire mags, Yokos on front. Excellent shell with no
rust. Very strong drive train, car pulls away from traffic very easily above 60mph. Extremely fun, and remarkable access to mailboxes. Price
negotiable. BRG w/ white stripes. chrome bullet mirrorss. E-mail for pictures at both the given address, and cc at
kurt.moser@lgeenergy.com.
$ 9,995
IN
Kurt Moser
812-246-1911
kmoser@thepoint.net
29-Aug-03
1971 Innocenti Mini MKIII - Sports Pack - Left hand drive. - 23600 Original Kilometers. - 1098cc Engine. - Front disc brakes. -13" Italian
"VALBREM" alloy wheels with 165/55/13 low profile tires. - Rover Sports Pack. - Front seats are Black leather bucket. - Back seat is Black
leather (new). - Red Interior carpet. - red/white body - Leather Steering wheel - Leather Shift knob - Leather Hand break lever - Aluminum
Pedals. - 12 Disc JVC CD Changer. - Body is in excellent condition. - Engine is in excellent condition. If you are interested or for pictures,
e-mail me at j0hn901@yahoo.com or call me at (757)581-8511 or (757)967-9438
$ 9,000
VA
John Caole
757-967-9438
j0hn901@yahoo.com
28-Aug-03
1969 Morris Mini Cooper - Genuine blue ’69 Morris Mini Cooper only $5500! Runs and drives great! Good solid real Cooper. Easy
restore while you drive. Come see it, touch it, feel it, drive it! For pictures: http://members.cox.net/finishlinemotors/mini/cooper.htm
E-Mail us at: tulsacars@cox.ne t Or call (918) 688-5932. Thanks.
$ 5,500
OK
Jeff
918-688-5932
tulsacars@cox.net
28-Aug-03
Yokohama A032 - Set of four ten inch tires, less than 500 miles. Never any problems, never been repaired. Put new wheels and tires on Inno
last summer. Can deliver to the Conclave.
$ 350
MI
Ararad Hovsepian
316-706-3668 or 620-442-1756
zaven4@yahoo.com
29-Aug-03
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c/o Kenn Lively
1595 S. Hudson St.
Denver CO 80222
303-300-0770
kennlively@bod.net
Minis Of The Rockies
2003 Meeting Schedule
September
November

2
4

October
7
December 6
(Christmas Party)

